
The Lutron Design Collections
Experience the Luxury of Motorized Shading



Introducing the Lutron Design Collections

Curated from the finest materials from leading fabric manufacturers all over the world, our newly 

refreshed and redesigned fabric offering brings Lutron window treatments to the forefront of fashion. 

These design-focused collections unite the quality you expect with the variety you need, and expand 

our product line to include new shade styles.

The Lutron Design Collections have solutions for every style and project—see how we can put  

your individual style in motion.



01The Classico™ Collection
Solar screens and blackouts

The Euro Collection
Four fabric l ines for roller shades,  
XL Pleats, and Venetian blinds

The Gallery Collection
Stylish fabrics for four shade styles

The Avant Collection®
Sophisticated soft fabrics, woven woods, and wood blinds
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The Gallery Collection

The Gallery Collection is an extensive line of fashion fabrics for roller shades, horizontal sheer blinds, 

pleated shades, and honeycomb shades. Choose from a variety of rich fabrics in warm neutrals, 

fresh whites, and bright colors that pop, as well as five opacities: sheer, translucent, blackout,  

light-filtering, and room-darkening.

Bloom fabric in Black
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Roller Shades
accommodate the light-level needs of 
any space—from a sunroom to a home 
theater—all with a stylish array of colors 
and patterns

NEW Horizontal Sheer Blinds
combine the soft elegance of a sheer 
shade with the precise control of a blind, 
allowing the tilt of fabric vanes to adjust 
the light and privacy levels of a room

NEW Fashion Pleated Shades
provide added dimension to a room with 
crisp Z-shaped pleats and textured weaves

NEW Fashion Honeycomb Shades
offer superior insulation with a honeycomb 
design in elegant textures and colors
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The Avant Collection®

Beautiful, sophisticated soft fabrics, natural woven woods, and wood slat materials define this 

collection of Kirbé® vertical drapery, traditional drapery, and Roman shades. Earth tones and crisp, 

clean whites anchor this selection of timeless window treatments. The Avant Collection also includes 

a full line of distinctive Venetian woods and aluminums designed to complement any taste.

Miami fabric in Winter
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Kirbé® Vertical Drapery
lift fabrics upward to provide a complete 
view, while maintaining delicate pleats of 
a traditional soft drapery

Drapery
add a traditional look with pinch pleat 
or ripplefold styles made with soft or 
sheer fabrics, available on a variety of 
track designs

Roman
choose from four classic styles for  
soft fabrics and woven woods, which  
operate cordlessly for smooth and  
reliable performance

Wood Blinds
tilt wood slats independently of blind height 
to provide complete control of light levels in 
a space
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The Classico™ Collection

Look to the Classico Collection for functional fabrics designed to suit any commercial or residential 

application. These solar screen fabrics are available in sheer, dim-out, and blackout opacities, so you 

can choose the amount of sunlight you want entering the space. Sheers, which have open weaves, filter 

sunlight while preserving the view. Dim-outs permit some light penetration, but limit the view to shapes 

and shadows. Blackouts prevent all light from passing through, and when combined with side channels 

and top treatments, ensure a complete light seal.

Roller shades in Sheer SheerShade® Basketweave 90 fabric—Charcoal, from The Classic Collection
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Roller Shades
accommodate the light-level needs of 
any space—from a sunroom to a home 
theater—all with a classic neutral palette

Tensioned Roller Shades
cover skylights with neutral fabrics that 
blend with the ceiling, in a framed tension 
system that keeps panels taut

Cable Guided Roller Shades
align performance fabrics with angled 
windows using a cable system, which 
prevents fabrics from swaying in areas 
of heavy air flow
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The Euro Collection

Fashion meets technology in this stylish collection. Choose from four fabric lines: Elegance, Tranquil, 

Bold, and Impact for roller shades, XL Pleats, and Venetian blinds. Colors range from warm browns 

and rich indigoes to vibrant yellows, sweet pinks, and powerful blacks.

XL Pleat shade in Monaco—Natural, from The Euro Collection
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Roller Shades
accommodate the light-level needs of 
any space—from a sunroom to a home 
theater—all with a stylish array of colors 
and patterns

XL Pleats
provide added dimension to a room with 
pleated shades, whose clean lines and 
bold colors add a modern aesthetic

Venetian Blinds
tilt slats independently of blind height, 
providing complete control of light levels 
in a space with exotic materials such as 
leather and bamboo
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NEW Fabric App

Use the Lutron Fabric Collections app for the iPad® to check out the Lutron shade fabric collections 

in detail—without having to travel with fabric binders.

• Download for free from the App Store

• Browse fabric collection, application, or shade type

•  Peruse the inspiration gallery for residential and 
commercial shade application images

• Zoom in on fabric swatches to see greater detail

• Save, email, or print favorites

• Order fabric samples straight from your mobile device

• View shading solution brochures and videos

iPad is a trademark of Apple® Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
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12 Pinch pleat drapery panel in Customer’s Own Material
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*  Prior to submitting Customer’s Own Material requests, it is important to align with a Lutron Qualified Shade Provider to assist with 

the quotation process. Projects must be submitted with an RFQ file from the Lutron shade configuration tool (SCT).

Choose your shade style and custom fabric for preliminary qualification
Once you have selected your preferred fabric, simply submit the following details to  
shadingquotes@lutron.com or 1.800.446.1503 to receive preliminary qualification: Fabric weight,  
fabric thickness, intended application, useable fabric width, and fabric manufacturer.

Send us your SCT quote and a sample of your fabric for testing
If the fabric meets the preliminary qualifications, you will need to send a material sample (width  
of roll x 1 yard height), for engineering review. A customer service representative will supply you  
with a COM# and shipping address.

Send us the required fabric needed for production
Our shade manufacturing facility will evaluate your material to confirm it is suitable for your desired window 
treatment application. If so, a customer service representative will provide a quotation, COM#, amount  
of material needed, and shipping address for the required material.

To find a Lutron Qualified Shade Provider, please contact Customer Service at 1.888.588.7661, contact  
your local Lutron Representative, or visit www.lutron.com for our “Where to Buy” dealer locator.

Customer’s Own Material (COM)
Drapery or Roman Shade

We recognize the unique nature of your projects and the need to match or coordinate window 

treatments with existing furnishings. This service allows you to select materials outside of  

our standard offering, giving you the freedom to create your own design while still providing the 

reliable motorization of Lutron. Simply follow this easy 3-step process:*
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Your  
design  

here
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 * From approval of quote and receipt of materials.
**  Prior to submitting Custom Printing Files, it is important to align with a Lutron Qualified Shade Provider to assist with 

the quotation process. Projects must be submitted with an RFQ file from the Lutron shade configuration tool (SCT).

Select your design
Choose from four standard prints in 12 color combinations or supply your own print or pattern  
and email your request to shadingquotes@lutron.com.

Submit your order
Once you have submitted your custom printing request, the Lutron Custom Printing Team  
will provide you with a quote.

Approve your proof
The Lutron Custom Printing Team will email a PDF proof of your order, which must be reviewed  
and approved in order for production to begin. Once the artwork is approved, it will take  
4 – 8 weeks for your order to be printed, assembled, and shipped.*

To find a Lutron Qualified Shade Provider, please contact Customer Service at 1.888.588.7661, contact 
your local Lutron Representative, or visit www.lutron.com for our “Where to Buy” dealer locator.

NEW Custom Printing Program
Traditional or Kirbé® vertical drapery and roller shades

Give your space a personal touch by reproducing a favorite painting or custom design on a  

Lutron approved fabric. Follow the easy steps below to supply your own design, or choose 

from one of our pre-designed patterns on the back of this insert. Simply follow this easy 

3-step process:**
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Custom Printed Standard Patterns

Looking for a signature design but don’t have a pattern in mind? These three popular palettes 

add a fresh touch to any space. Available for traditional and Kirbé® vertical draperies, and roller 

shades, choose one of the following prints and add a unique shading style to any space.

Aretha—Classic
CP-ARTHA-C

Nat King—Classic
CP-NATKG-C

Nina—Classic
CP-NINA-C

C

Billie—Classic
CP-BLLE-C
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Billie—Traditional
CP-BLLE-T

Aretha—Traditional
CP-ARTHA-T

Nat King—Traditional
CP-NATKG-T

Nina—Traditional
CP-NINA-T

T

Billie—Bold
CP-BLLE-B

Aretha—Bold
CP-ARTHA-B

Nat King—Bold
CP-NATKG-B

Nina—Bold
CP-NINA-B

B



Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.
7200 Suter Road
Coopersburg, PA 18036-1299

World Headquarters +1.610.282.3800
Technical Support Center
1.800.523.9466
Customer Service/Quotes
1.800.446.1503 
Email: shadinginfo@lutron.com

© 03/2015 Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.
P/N 367-2456 REV C

www.lutron.com/shadingsolutions

The Lutron Experience Centers

Lutron experience centers are designed to put you in the center of the very best in light control. 

Visitors can feel how changes in light transform a space from functional to romantic or from 

vibrant to relaxing.

Residential

Coopersburg, PA: 
7200 Suter Road  
Coopersburg, PA 18036 
610.282.6280

Irvine, California: 
2458 Dupont Drive  
Irvine, CA 92612 
949.474.4140

Plantation, Florida: 
101 NW 100th Avenue 
Plantation, FL 33324 
954.577.6294
 
New York, New York:  
(Design Center) 
979 Third Avenue 
Suite 138 
New York, NY 10022 
212.752.1214 

Commercial

New York, New York:  
1 Penn Plaza 
Suite 1714  
New York, NY 10119 
212.989.1300

Washington, DC: 
455 Massachusetts Avenue NW 
Suite 770 
Washington, DC 20001 
202.624.5700

Ontario, Canada:
600 Cochrane Drive, Suite 105
Markham, Ontario L3R 5K3
Canada


